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Across

1 Baker did this when short of 
bread reportedly (7,3,5)

9 Coming back over the hill, 
follows signal for airways? 
(9)

10 Hospital psychiatrist's 
concealing recurring example 
of noise mimicry - literally! 
(5)

11 Primarily playing risky AIM 
market - could be young 
stockholder? (4) (4)

12 Get mixed up with nuclear 
family member (5-5)

14 Report covering new reality 
of survival food's quality? (4-
4)

15 Retro Britpop band defends a 
youngster's left wing protest 
(4,2)

17 Capital city blown up -
America's Washington? (6)

19 Rating typically given by 
viewer about a farm miles 
away (8)

22 Too young to be old, too old 
to be young. A toss-up! (5-5)

23 Possibly permitted game time 
in detention (4)

25 Examine source of Gulf 
Stream (5)

26 Eccentric alias scribe 
relinquishes as it's cranky (9)

28 Donate article - article that 
gets wetter as it dries.  Give 
up? (5,2,3,5)

Down

1 Where Liverpool fan's seen 
picking up parking fine (3)

2 Account for clergyman 
having old for tea (7)

3 Properly drunk at the outset 
and unruly - not half! (4)

4 Democrat with Trump 
effecting flaky fallout (8)

5 Set up tests to support house 
plants (6)

6 Chuck out spoken record 
Charlie's fully content to part 
with (10)

7 Inauspicious Brave quietly 
going after Ute and Navajo 
leaders (7) (7)

8 Method Peter adapted being 
26 (3,8)

11 Bedroom scene where the 
feathers might fly? (6-5)

13 Go through current account 
of 11 down? (4-2-4)

16 Authority accommodates a 
discontented tourist couple 
once again (8)

18 Having more branches Trade 
Union's bolstered by female 
echelon (7)

20 Colourful display of flora in 
bowls (7)

21 Favourite dress aboard (6)

24 Hind part of copper seen in 
street (4)

27 One notably slippery slope, 
but not hard (3)


